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Introduction
Cast-in concrete anchors and headed studs, embedded in 

concrete, are used to connect structural steel members and 
concrete. Typical embedded connections include brace-column 
connections and girder-wall connections. Such connections are 
a critical component in composite construction between steel 
and concrete members, affecting structural performance during 
earthquake events. For example, shake table tests of structure 
models have shown that the embedded connections are susceptible 
to damage in earthquakes, which in turn disturbs the desired 
structural performance [1,2]. Typical failure modes for cast-in 
anchors in tension are anchor steel failure and concrete breakout 
failure. Anchor steel failure is caused by fracture of an anchor shaft 
in tension while concrete breakout failure is marked by a concrete 
cone broken away from the base concrete, in which the connection 
is located. Concrete breakout failure occurs when anchors are 
located close to an edge or with a small embedment depth. 
Concrete breakout is a brittle failure mode and thus not preferred 
for anchor connections in seismic zones [3]. The well-established 
design procedures for concrete anchors, such as those stipulated 
in ACI 318-11, do not apply to the anchors installed in plastic hinge 
zones. This is because the concrete in plastic hinge zones likely 
develops substantial damaged during an earthquake while the 
design procedures are based on experimental tests of anchors in 
concrete that is not stressed/cracked.

Anchor reinforcement must be provided for the anchors 
installed in plastic hinge zones. The existing anchor reinforcement  

 
recommended in ACI 318-11 code, mainly U-shaped hairpins 
placed close to the anchor, may not be construction friendly. In 
addition, laboratory tests have indicated that the hairpins may be 
able to restrain concrete breakout failure; however, the desired 
anchor steel failure may not be achieved unless the concrete 
around the anchor is properly confined [4]. The tests of concrete 
anchors installed in highly damaged concrete is scarce. Therefore, 
engineers are left with no guidance when designing such embedded 
connections. A new method for designing anchor reinforcement 
has been proposed and verified using anchor tests in undamaged 
concrete. In this paper, laboratory tests were presented to evaluate 
the recommended reinforcement for anchors installed in the plastic 
hinge zone of concrete columns. 

Literature on Anchor Behavior in Damaged Concrete
Modern design of concrete structures allows the development 

of plastic hinges at beam ends column bases in moderate or high 
seismic zones [5]. The concrete in plastic hinge zones is expected 
to experience extensive inelastic deformation, including concrete 
cracking and crushing. Meanwhile, the current building codes and 
design guidelines for concrete anchors are based on experimental 
tests of anchors installed in concrete that experiences controlled 
minor damage [6-8]; hence the existing design equations cannot 
be used for anchors in plastic hinge zones. A brief review of the 
studies of anchors in damaged/cracked concrete is provided below 
followed by a review of existing anchor reinforcement designs.
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Studies of anchors in damaged concrete
Copley and Burdette [9] tested seven four-anchor connections, 

including three with A307 bolts, two self-drilling anchors, and 
two wedge anchors. The slabs with the anchor groups installed 
at mid-span were simply supported, and the support positions 
were designed to control the maximum moment (and therefore 
the maximum cracking) in the slabs at the designated loads. The 
tension loads applied to the anchor groups also deformed and 
cracked the slabs. The tests showed that almost all connections 
could resist the design loads though the levels of damage, including 
crack widths, were not reported. Eligehausen and Balogh [10] 
summarized a series of tests for various types of anchors installed 
in cracked concrete in Europe, including headed studs and cast-in 
anchors. For example, the tension tests of headed studs by Martin 
and Schwarzkopf [11] indicated that the reduction of the concrete 
breakout strength can be 30 percent when the studs are installed 
in cracked concrete. The crack width through the depth of the 
concrete slab was held constant at 0.46mm [0.018in.] during the 
tests. Similar capacity reduction was observed by Yoon et al. [12] 
with twelve tension tests of headed studs in pre-cracked concrete 
with a crack width up to 0.51mm [0.02in.]. Tests have also been 
conducted by Jang and Suh [13] to provide experimental data for 
anchors in cracked concrete. The study was to verify the code-
specified capacity reduction factors for anchors in cracked concrete. 
The test variables included crack width (up to 1.5mm [0.059in.]); 
crack depth (up to 102mm [4.0in.]); crack position (intersecting 
the anchors and 76mm [3in.] from the anchors); and the number 
of cracks (one and two cracks). The measured concrete breakout 
capacities were found not affected by the intersecting cracks while 
the specimens with cracks away from the test anchors showed 35% 
capacity reductions. 

The preformed cracks used in the above studies do not 
represent well the concrete condition in the plastic hinge zones. An 
analysis performed by Hoehler [14] indicates that a crack around 
1.0mm [0.04 in.] wide is likely the maximum crack experienced 
by reinforced concrete flexural members outside the plastic hinge 
zones. As a part of the study, Hoehler [14] also conducted tests to 

investigate the impact of crack opening-closing caused by seismic 
action on concrete members. The resultant crack movement test 
has been specified as an acceptance test for post-installed anchors 
[15].

Shahrooz et al. [16] tested a wall specimen with two anchor 
connections: one close to the base and embedded in the densely 
reinforced boundary element, and the other located higher and 
outside the densely reinforced region. The specimens were 
designed to simulate the connections between outrigger beams 
and reinforced concrete core walls in a high-rise building. The wall 
specimens were subjected to an axial compressive force equivalent 
to 10 percent of their axial capacities followed by reversed cyclic 
displacements at the top of the wall. In the meantime, each of the 
two anchor connections was subjected to 50% of the measured 
shear force. Concrete crushing and cracking occurred below the 
bottom test connection. The bottom connection developed ductile 
behavior despite the damage in concrete because the connection 
is protected by the reinforcing cage in the boundary element. 
Meanwhile, the top connection failed by concrete breakout though 
the concrete around the connection developed little damage.

Anchor reinforcement design
Building codes and design guidelines allow engineers to use 

steel reinforcement to avoid concrete breakout failure in design [5]. 
The existing design methods for anchor tension reinforcement are 
summarized in Figure 1. The recommended anchor reinforcement 
usually consists of U-shaped hairpins, placed close to the anchor. 
Concrete breakout is assumed to form before the hairpins within 
a certain range from the anchor becomes efficient in carrying the 
tensile force. The load transfer from the anchor bolt to nearby 
reinforcement has been modelled as that between spliced deformed 
bars [17] or visualized using strut-and-tie models (STMs) [18]. The 
U-shaped hairpins are required to be within a distance equal to 
half of the embedment depth (0.5hef) as illustrated in Figure 1. This 
effective range is increased in CEN/TS (2009) to 0.75hef. In addition, 
stirrups in beams within 1.0hef from the anchors can be counted as 
reinforcement for anchors according to a CEB report [19].

Figure 1: Existing reinforcement schemes for anchors in tension.

Petersen et al. [4] evaluated the behavior of cast-in anchors with 
code-complying anchor reinforcement using experimental tests. 

Compared with the anchors embedded in plain concrete, a capacity 
increase ranging from 20% to 130% was observed in the tests of 
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the anchors with anchor reinforcement. However, the expected 
steel fracture was not achieved mainly due to the lack of confining 
reinforcement. Splitting cracks developed passing through the 
anchors in all tests. The concrete around the anchor head lost its 
confinement, and crushed prematurely, resulting in anchor pullout 
failure. Based on these observations and other tests in the literature, 
recommendations for anchor tension reinforcement have been 
proposed [4]. The proposed reinforcement, as illustrated in Figure 

2 includes: 1) load-carrying reinforcement in the direction of the 
anchors; 2) crack-controlling reinforcement in all directions that 
have a limited edge distance; and 3) local confining reinforcement 
near the anchor head if side-face blowout may control the failure. 
In addition, the tensile load on the anchors eventually needs to 
be transferred to the rest of the structure. Enough reinforcement, 
such as stirrups and surface bars, is needed to ensure proper load 
transfer. 

Figure 2: Proposed anchor tension reinforcement (1 in.=25.4mm).

The load-carrying reinforcement was suggested to be 
proportioned to carry a force equal to the design tensile capacity 
of the anchor. The nominal yield strength of steel should be 
used in the calculation. The load-carrying reinforcement should 
be implemented using small-diameter closed stirrups. The 
stirrup dimension should be small yet satisfy the bending radius 
requirements such that the load-carrying reinforcement can be 
close to the anchor. The depth of the stirrups should be large enough 
such that the vertical legs are fully developed for the tensile load at 
both sides of the anchor head. Two stirrups should be placed next 
to the anchor shaft, where the crack in concrete may initiate above 
the anchor head under a tensile load. Rather than placing all bars 
within a small distance from the anchor, closely spaced stirrups 
with a center-on-center spacing of 51 to 76mm [2 to 3 in.] can 
extend 1.0hef, where hef is the embedment depth of the anchor, from 
the anchor bolt, as shown in Figure 2. Although the development 
length requirements for the anchor reinforcement can be satisfied 
through the interaction between the closed stirrups and corner 
bars, it was recommended that the closed stirrups are at least 8.0db 
from the anchor head, where db is the stirrup diameter.

Petersen et al. [4] stressed the necessity of crack-controlling 
reinforcement crossing all possible splitting cracks. Considering 

the load transfer from the anchor head to the load-carrying 
reinforcement: a strut-and-tie model can be established with 
the struts conservatively assumed from the anchor head to the 
outmost load-carrying stirrups. The rest of the crack-controlling 
reinforcement can be determined considering the load transfer 
from the load-carrying reinforcement to the rest of the structure. 
All crack-controlling reinforcement was suggested to be 
proportioned using a stress of 0.6fy, , and implemented using small 
diameter bars evenly distributed with a small and practical spacing 
in two orthogonal directions. The above recommended anchor 
reinforcement has been verified using the tensile tests of anchors 
embedded in undamaged concrete. This paper presents the tests 
of anchors with the recommended anchor reinforcement in 
significantly damaged concrete. A total of three reinforced concrete 
(RC) columns were used for the single anchors in plastic hinge 
zones, and the results of two tests are discussed as follows.

Experimental Program
Reinforced concrete column specimen

The RC columns had a section of 305×305mm [12×12 in.] 
and a height of 1.55m [5.1ft.] from the top face of the base block, 
as shown in Figure 3. The column base block had a dimension of 
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1219×508mm [48×20 in] and a height of 432mm [17 in.] Two tie-
down holes were created using embedded PVC tubes. The tie down 
points were 0.91m [3ft.] from the center of the column, following the 
hole pattern in the strong floor of the UWM Structures Laboratory. 
The horizontal loads were applied to the top of the column at 1.57m 
[62 in.] from the base through a steel loading block. Eight No. 5 bars 
(ASTM Grade 60) were provided as the longitudinal reinforcement 
for the columns. The concrete cover was 38mm [1.5in.], typical for 

RC members with exterior exposure. A section analysis with the 
actual material properties shown below indicated that the column 
had a nominal moment capacity about 105.8kN-m [78 k-ft.]. This 
corresponded to a lateral load capacity about 67.4kN [15 kips] at 
the top of the column. A shear design calculation for this ultimate 
load led to No. 4 ties at a spacing of 152mm [6 in.], as illustrated in 
Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Dimension and reinforcement of tension sepcimens (1 in.=25.4mm).

Test anchors
The test anchors were made from 19-mm [¾-in.] diameter 

ASTM A193 Grade B7 threaded rods. The net tensile area (Asa,N)) 
for the threaded rods was 2.2cm2 [0.334 in.2]. The test anchors 
thus can have an ultimate tensile capacity (Nu) of 196kN [44 kips]. 
A 6.4-mm [¼-in.] thick steel plate washer (38×38mm [1.5×1.5 
in.]) and a hex nut were tack welded to the end. The required net 
bearing area (Abrg) for the plate washer was determined assuming 
the anchor pullout capacity (8.0fc’Abrg, where fc’ is the specified 
concrete strength, 27.6 MPa [4000 psi]) would be higher than the 
ultimate tensile load corresponding to anchor steel fracture. Note 
that pullout failure would have controlled the anchor behavior if 
the concrete around the anchor head were not well confined. The 
test anchor had an embedded length (hef) of 203mm [8 in.]. With the 

provided anchor reinforcement, concrete breakout failure was not 
expected; nevertheless, the concrete breakout capacity of the test 
anchor was calculated as 54.7kN [12.3 kips] using the equation in 
Section D5.2 of ACI 318-11. Note that a complete breakout cone was 
unlikely to form as the flexural cracks in the column might provide 
shortcuts for the propagation of breakout cracks.

The test anchor was installed 203mm [8 in.] above the base block. 
The length of the plastic hinge zone was assumed as 0.46m [18 in.] 
(that is 1.5 times the column section height), as shown by shaded 
region in Figure 3. The anchor position was selected assuming a 
crack spacing of 51mm [2 in.] such that a major flexural crack would 
pass through the test anchor if the anchor reinforcement were not 
provided. The design of the anchor tension reinforcement using 
strut-and-tie models is illustrated in Figure 4. The required anchor 
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reinforcement for the 19-mm [¾-in.] anchors in tension was found 
to be 4.7cm2 [0.73 in.2], following the design method shown in the 
previous section. Two No. 4 ties (with four stirrups legs parallel to 
the anchor as the load-carrying reinforcement) were provided: one 
located 51mm [2 in.] above the test anchor and the other below 
the anchor, as shown in Figure 3. The stirrup legs, used as the load 

carrying reinforcement, were located about 127mm [5 in.] (0.6hef) 
from the test anchor, within the above recommended effective 
range (1.0hef); however, breakout cracks were expected because 
the load-carrying bars were not placed next to the test anchor as 
recommended by Petersen et al. [4] due to space limitation.

Figure 4: Strut-and-Tie models for the specimen design (1 in.=25.4mm).

Figure 5: Surface cracks near test anchor in the plastic hinge zone.

Crack-controlling reinforcement is important for the load 
carrying reinforcement to function. With the configuration shown 
in Figure 4, the horizontal splitting force, which might cause vertical 
splitting cracks, was calculated as about 66.7kN [15 kips]. The two 
No. 4 ties (the load-carrying reinforcement) and two adjacent ties 
provided enough crack-controlling reinforcement, as illustrated in 
Figure 3. In addition, the column was expected to develop flexural 
cracks under lateral loading, especially in the plastic hinge zones. 
The cracks could propagate passing the test anchor, in which case 
the concrete bearing strength can be significantly reduced. This 
cracking potential is in addition to that caused by the tensile force 
on the test anchor, as shown in Figure 4. Different from the tests 

in Pertersen et al. [4], where the longitudinal bars in the concrete 
beam were used to restrain splitting cracks, local crack-controlling 
reinforcement must be used in this study. Three No. 4 U-shaped 
hairpins were placed in the vertical plane for this purpose, 
encasing the two No. 4 ties, as shown in Figure 3. The tensile force 
on these crack-controlling bars was calculated as about 66.7kN 
[15 kips] using the strut-and-tie model in Figure 4 and required 
roughly two No. 4 hairpins. One additional hairpin was placed in 
the middle to restrain the flexural cracking near the anchor heads. 
The development length requirement for both the No. 4 ties and the 
U-shaped hairpins was assumed satisfied through the interaction 
between the closed ties and corner bars. Assuming a 35-degree 
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breakout crack (Figure 4), the legs of two No. 4 ties (used as load-
carrying reinforcement) had a development length about 102mm 
[4 in.] at both side of the cracks, close to  recommended by Petersen 
et al. [4]. The breakout cracks did not actually propagate in a 
35-degree angle, as shown later in Figure 5; nevertheless, the closed 
ties performed well through the interaction with corner bars.

Materials
Ready mixed concrete with Wisconsin Department of 

Transportation Type A-FA mixture was used. The specified 
concrete compressive strength was 27.6 MPa [4000 psi]. The 
hardened concrete had a compressive strength of 40 MPa [5800 
psi] at 28 days, and the compressive strength went up to 47.6 MPa 
[6900 psi] at about 84 days, when the tests presented in this paper 
were conducted. Eight No. 5 reinforcing steel bars with a nominal 
yield strength of 414 MPa [60ksi] were used as longitudinal 

reinforcement. The measured stress-strain relationship, shown 
in dashed lines in Figure 6 experienced a grip slip. A correction 
was performed based on the strain gage readings and the strains 
calculated from the measured elongation over a 203-mm [8-
in.] gage length. The corrected stress-strain relationship, shown 
in solid lines in Figure 6, indicates a yield strength of 448 MPa 
[65ksi] using the 0.2% offset method. The ultimate strength of the 
reinforcing bars was measured 696 MPa [101ksi] at a strain about 
0.15. The stress-strain relationship of ASTM A193 Grade B7 rods 
was measured using the tensile test of a coupon made from a rod. 
Again, a grip slip was observed when the stress was above 620 MPa 
[90ksi], as shown in Figure 6. No strain gage was used in this test; 
hence a correction was not performed. The measured yield strength 
was 724 MPa [105ksi] corresponding to a 0.2 percent residual 
strain. The measured ultimate strength was 914 MPa [132ksi] at a 
strain about 0.045.

Figure 6: Materials used in test: a) No. 5 Grade 60 rebars; b) ASTM A193 Grade B7 rods.

Test setup and loading protocol

Figure 7: Test setup for tension tests of cast-in anchors in plastic hinge zone.

The test setup is shown in Figure 7. The column specimen was 
fixed to the strong floor of the laboratory using two high-strength 
threaded rods. An MTS Model 244.31, 245-kN [55-kip] actuator 
was used to apply a reversed cyclic displacement at the top of the 
column. The lateral load was applied to the column at 1.58m [62 
in.] above the base block. Another MTS Model 244.31 actuator was 

used to apply tensile forces to the anchor. The centerline of this 
actuator was located at the height of the test anchor. Strain gages 
and linear potentiometers were used to monitor the behavior of the 
test columns and the anchors. The instrumentation details can be 
found elsewhere [4]. The columns were subjected to reversed cyclic 
displacements. The displacement history included groups of three 
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cycles with the peak displacements corresponding to ±0.5y, ±y, 
±2y, ±3y, ±4y, ±6y, and ±8y. The yield displacement (Dy) 
was determined prior to the tests using a fiber-based analysis of 
the column. The loading rate for displacement cycles were kept at 
6mm/min [0.24 in./min] throughout the tests.

The anchor in Specimen T2 was loaded (in displacement 
control) in monotonic tension untill failure after the column was 
subjected to the predefined loading history described above. 
The anchor in Specimen T3, on the other hand was loaded in 
cyclic tension, and the actuator was in load control. Based on the 
measured load-displacement relationship of Specimen T2, the peak 
tensile loads were selected as 93, 186, 191, and 196kN [21, 42, 43, 
and 44 kips], and three loading cycles were used for each peak load. 
The anchor was then loaded monotonically to failure after these 
loading cycles. The loading rate was kept 5.3kN/min [1.2 kips/
min]. The load-controlled loading protocol was used instead of a 
displacement-controlled protocol because of the hydraulic control 

complication: the column top was supported by the top actuator 
(Figure 7), which was controlled to maintain a zero displacement 
when the cyclic tensile loads were applied to the test anchor. When 
a displacement-controlled loading was first used, a large reaction 
force was sensed by the top actuator, which triggered its interlock, 
and stopped the test unexpectedly.

The test specimen could fail in several possible failure modes 
under the complex combination of column loading and anchor 
loading. Design checks for the column were conducted for a variety 
of failure modes to ensure that column specimen would not fail 
before the testing anchor reached at its full design capacity. These 
failure modes included flexural and shear failure of the column 
under the load from the test anchors. In addition, shear friction 
along flexural cracks was found unlikely to control the failure of 
the test. Details about the design checks can be found elsewhere 
[20] while similar design calculations are recommended for design 
practices.

Discussion of Test Results
Column surface cracks

Figure 8: Crack map of Specimen T2 column at 8y (Crack width in mm; 1 in.=25.4mm).

The columns had a typical hysteretic behavior found in flexural 
members. An examination of the strains in the middle longitudinal 
bar indicated that the first yield occurred during the loading cycle at 
about 13mm [0.5 in.]. The largest column displacement was about 
102mm [4 in.], corresponding to 8y at a peak load about 67kN 
[15 kips]. The crack map of Column T2 is shown in Figure 8 after 
all column loading cycles were completed. The crack development 
is described briefly as follows: a flexural crack at the base was first 

observed along with a crack at 203mm [8 in.] above the base during 
the ±y loading cycle. Note that the column base crack is a result 
of yield penetration of steel reinforcing bars in the foundation. The 
crack width at the base of the columns was 0.3-0.5mm [0.01-0.02 
in.] at first yielding, which is close to the bar yield slip predicted 
by Zhao and Sritharan [21]. More cracks developed throughout the 
column during the following loading cycles. The crack widths in 
Figure 8 were recorded after the ±8y loading cycles. The largest 
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crack at the column base was 9.0mm [0.35 in.], which is slightly less 
than the ultimate bar slip recommended by Zhao and Sritharan [21]. 
The strains in the longitudinal bar are shown in Figure 8 at the first 
peak of the ±8y loading cycles, when the crack widths in Figure 8 
were recorded. The plastic hinge zone, shown in the shaded zone, 
was 610mm [24 in.] high, which is roughly twice the column section 
height. The largest crack width was 0.4mm [0.06 in.] outside this 
region. This observation confirms the that the design equations in 
Appendix D of ACI 318-11, which are established based on tests of 
anchors largely in undamaged concrete, can be used outside the 
plastic hinge zones, defined as twice the member depth from a 
column or beam face.

Anchor behavior in tension
Monotonic behavior in Specimen T2: The load vs. 

displacement behavior of the anchor in Specimens T2 and T3, as 
plotted in Figure 9 demonstrates that the anchor ductile failure 
was achieved. Concrete within the plastic hinge zone developed 
extensive cracks before the anchor was subjected to tensile loading, 

as illustrated in Figure 10. However, the core concrete was well 
confined by the provided anchor reinforcement, including the 
crack-controlling reinforcement. The yield load of the anchor was 
156kN [35 kips] as calculated by the production of the measured 
yield strength (fyta) and the net tensile area of the anchor (Asa,N)). 
At the corresponding stress (621MPa [105ksi]), the strain in the 
anchor steel is 0.0058 mm/mm from the measured stress-strain 
relationship in Figure 6, and the elongation of the 203mm [8-in.] 
long anchor is about 1.2mm [0.046 in.]. This elongation is very close 
to the yield displacement measured relative to the concrete surface 
(about 1.3mm [0.05 in.]), as shown in Figure 9. The measured 
tensile capacity is about 200kN [45 kips], slightly larger than the 
predicted capacity using the measured ultimate strength of anchor 
steel. At the peak load, the measured anchor displacement is 7.6mm 
[0.3 in.], less than the production of the ultimate strain (0.045mm/
mm) and the embedded length (203mm [8 in.]). This is reasonable 
because the ultimate strain only occurred to a small length of the 
anchor shaft near the fracture point [22,23]. 

Figure 9: Behavior of single anchor in plastic hinge zone under tensile loading.

Cyclic behavior in Specimen T3: The anchor bolt in Specimen 
T3 was subjected to cyclic loading. The peak loads were selected 
based on the results of T2 test to spread the cyclic loading 
throughout the entire range of the static behavior. One thing in the 
test of Specimen T3 that was different from the test of Specimen 
T2 is that before the final loading to failure was applied to the test 
anchor, the column was deformed to  in the negative direction. The 
reason for trying this different configuration was that the cracks 
in the plastic hinge zone would open wide in this case, creating 
likely the worst situation for the test anchor. The cyclic load vs. 
displacement curve of Specimen T3 closely followed the monotonic 
path throughout the entire loading range, as shown in Figure 9. The 
anchor behaved elastically during the 22-kip loading cycles, and the 
cyclic loading did not cause degradation in the anchor behavior as 

the anchor peak displacements did not increase in the consecutive 
loading cycles. Such degradation is also small at the larger-load 
cycles, indicating a reliable anchor behavior [24,25]. 

The anchor bolt, after the cyclic loading, was able to carry a 
tensile load of 196kN [44kips], which is slightly smaller than the 
monotonic capacity of Specimen T2. The small difference may have 
been caused by upward rotation of the anchor when the column 
was deformed to 8Δy. The small anchor rotation may have caused 
a small bending in the anchor shaft when the anchor was loaded 
in tension. This hypothesis is partially supported by the anchor 
fracture surfaces: the left picture inserted in Figure 9 shows cup-
and-cone shaped failure surface for Specimen T2 while the right 
picture for Specimen T3 shows a slightly different failure surface.
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Behavior of confined core: Concrete within the plastic hinge 
zones was extensively cracked as shown in Figure 5 before the 
anchor was subjected to tensile loading. Specifically, a major crack 
with an opening of 4.0mm [0.16 in.] can be observed near the 
test anchor, as shown in Figure 8. This flexural crack might have 
impacted the tensile behavior of the anchor if no crack-controlling 
were used. The large surface crack did not extend through the 
core concrete around the anchor head as shown in Figure 10, 
largely because of the U-shaped hairpins used as the local crack-
controlling reinforcement. Well-confined core concrete ensured 
the load transfer from the anchor bolts to the rest of concrete. 
Concrete breakout cracks formed due to a limited side edge 

distance, as shown by the vertical crack near the anchor head 
marked by “ANCHOR” in Figure 5. The breakout cracks on the side 
faces are at the same location as the anchor head, indicating that 
a 35-degree crack propagation assumed in Figure 4 did not occur. 
In addition, the breakout cracks on the side faces were observed 
at a load about 187kN [42kips], instead of the calculated concrete 
breakout capacity (67kN [15kips]). The breakout crack below the 
anchor propagated from the anchor head in an angle because of the 
reaction provided by the base block. The crack was soon arrested 
by a flexural crack in the column outside the locally confined core. 
The breakout crack above the anchor did not propagate in a similar 
angle because the top support was located far from the test anchor. 

Figure 10: Well-confined core concrete in the plastic hinge zone.

The 4-mm [0.16-in.] flexural crack at 51mm [2 in.] above the 
base block, which was likely through the entire column section, was 
the weakest link in the loading resisting system. The column slid 
along this flexural crack before the anchor fracture as revealed by 
the concrete powder found along the crack in Figure 10. The shear 
friction failure did not control the test because of the high shear-
friction capacity. This observed anchor fracture failure was possible 
because the concrete near the anchor head was well confined by 
the provided anchor reinforcement, including the local crack-
controlling bars that prevented cracks from passing through the 
anchor bolt. The single-anchor specimens embedded in the plastic 
hinge zone of columns developed ductile steel fracture despite large 
cracks and concrete spalling occurred to the concrete. The successful 
tests indicated that well confined core concrete, even within plastic 
hinge zones, can support anchor connections in tension. Suitable 
anchor reinforcement must be provided. Meanwhile, it should be 
noted that further tests are needed including the tests of anchor 
groups and moment connections in plastic hinge zones before 
practical applications.

Conclusion
This paper presents two tests of cast-in anchors installed in the 

plastic hinge zone of concrete column specimens. Appendix D of ACI 
318-11 requires special reinforcement if anchors must be installed 

in plastic hinge zones. The anchor reinforcement was provided to 
the anchors in this study following the recent recommendations in 
the literature. The recommended anchor reinforcement emphasizes 
the importance of confining concrete and restraining concrete from 
cracking in addition to distributing loads from the anchor to the rest 
of the structure/structural element. The single-anchor specimens 
embedded in the plastic hinge zone of columns developed ductile 
steel fracture despite large cracks and concrete spalling occurred 
to the concrete. 

Appendix: The following symbols are used in this paper.

Abrg Bearing area of anchor head

Asa,N Net tensile area of threaded rods and anchor made from rods

db Diameter of steel reinforcing bars

fc’ Specified concrete compressive strength

fy Yield strength of steel reinforcement

fyta Yield strength of anchor steel

futa Ultimate strength of anchor steel

hef Embedded depth of cast-in anchor

Δya Column displacement corresponding to first yielding of bars
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